In a recent study, Taylor's incompressible and rotational core flow in a cylindrical porous chamber was extended by the authors to account for arbitrary headwall injection. In this study, we construct the solution for the two-dimensional planar case while incorporating variable headwall injection. The resulting representation is especially well suited to model the non-reactive gaseous motion in slab hybrid rockets and in two-dimensional channels with porous walls. Our analysis employs Euler's steady-state equations from which an approximate solution is derived. The mean flow approximation that ensues satisfies the no slip boundary condition at the walls. It is confirmed through comparisons with numerical simulations evolving from a pressure-based finite volume solver. The analytical solutions are compared to the numerical results under inviscid flow conditions. Interestingly, they become exact at the wall and along the midsection plane where the error in the approximations vanishes identically. Furthermore, our solutions become increasingly more accurate in the downstream direction. The final formulations enable us to approximate the flowfield in both hybrid and solid rockets with variable headwall injection patterns.
I. Introduction
AYLOR's simple analytical solution for describing the gaseous motion in solid rocket motors (SRMs) was obtained under the contingencies of steady, incompressible, rotational, axisymmetric, and quasi-viscous flow. 1 Despite being inviscid, its streamlines observed the no slip requirement along the porous sidewall. 2 In recent work, Majdalani and Saad 3 presented a closed-form inviscid solution for the axisymmetric Taylor-Culick flow with 2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics arbitrary headwall injection; their model was suitable for describing the bulk fluid motion in a porous cylinder. In this article, we investigate the two-dimensional porous channel with variable headwall injection. Obtaining an analytical model for the Cartesian case not only adds to our armory of approximations for mean flowfields but also carries the advantage of providing an avenue for comparison with experimental and numerical studies of slab burner grains in both hybrid and solid rocket systems. These configurations are becoming increasingly more popular among academicians and research-development teams, not only in reactive flow investigations but also in technological applications involving flow through porous media, starting with the original Taylor solution itself (Taylor 2 Ugurtas; 16 Couton et al.; 17 Lupoglazoff and Vuillot; 18 Balakrishnan et al.; 19 Ma et al.; 20, 21 Watson et al.; 22 and lastly, perhaps one of the most influential in its category, is the 1986 paper by Traineau et al. 23 The geometric and physical parameters utilized in Traineau's experimental and theoretical work are later adopted by several capable researchers such as Balakrishnan et al., 19 Venugopal et al., 14, 15 and Apte and Yang. 10, 11 Their analysis is also used as a baseline in the compressible flow studies conducted by Maicke and Majdalani. 24 Overall, our solution is intended to offer a basic cold flow model for both solid and hybrid slab rockets. Since the porous channel flow has been proven to provide a reliable approximation for the core flowfield in a slab rocket, it can be employed in a multitude of studies seeking to examine (a) internal rocket gas dynamics, (b) flow instability, (c) particle-mean flow interactions, and (d) fluid-structure interactions. Other technological applications of the twodimensional flow with sidewall mass injection include: (i) surface transpiration, (ii) film cooling, (iii) filtration, and (iv) isotope separation. For the solid rocket motor, the headwall-to-sidewall injection velocity ratio will be shown to be of order unity; however, it is one to two orders of magnitude larger for hybrids. Being around 100 and above, the relatively large headwall injection ratio associated with hybrid rocket faceplates leads to the onset of a distinct streamtube motion that permeates the vast portion of the chamber. For this reason, our analysis is carried out under incompressible, inviscid, and non-reactive conditions. Further refinements to our first order approximation will be deferred to later work.
The paper is organized as follows. The mathematical model is first defined along with the relevant boundary conditions. Subsequently, a general solution for an arbitrary headwall injection profile is derived. This is followed by special applications commensurate with uniform, Berman's half cosine, Poiseuille, and turbulent injection profiles. Finally, a numerical comparison with inviscid flow simulations is described. 
II. Mathematical Model
The slab motor can be idealized as a two-dimensional channel of porous length 0 L and height 2a with both a 'reactive' headwall and a nozzleless aft end (see Fig. 1 ). At the headwall, a fluid stream (which may denote an oxidizer or gaseous propellant mixture) is injected into the chamber at an axially uniform speed c U . This incoming stream must be assimilated with the lateral crossflow sustained by uniform mass addition at the porous sidewall. Naturally, the sidewall injection velocity w U is commensurate with the solid propellant or fuel regression rates. In hybrids, w U can be appreciably smaller than c U due to slow fuel pyrolysis, whereas these two values will be the same in SRM analysis. As shown in Fig. 1, x and y stand for the axial and normal coordinates used to describe the position from the headwall to the typical nozzle attachment point at the aft boundary. In the event that the fuel or solid propellant burning rate is not uniform along the sidewall, the sidewall injection velocity can be estimated from the average value
A. Normalization
For the sake of convenience, we begin by normalizing principal variables and operators. This can be done by setting ;
allude to the uniform fluid injection velocities along the headwall and sidewall, respectively. For steady inviscid motion, the vorticity transport equation reduces to 0 
B. Vorticity-Stream Function Formulation
Continuity is fulfilled by the stream function when it is written as
Acknowledging that vorticity has a single non-zero component, viz.
0;
we obtain
As usual, the next step is to substitute into the vorticity transport equation given by Eq. (4). Its fulfillment beckons a functional relation for z Ω of the form
A useful choice can be shown to be 
When written in terms of the stream function, our boundary conditions translate into
A general solution for Eq. (11) 
III. General Solution
Implementation of the four constraints may be systematically carried out, preferably in the order in which they appear. For instance, Eq. (12)a gives:
This implies that 0 A = . Without loss of generality, we set 1 B = and rewrite Eq. (12)b as
The ensuing eigenfunctions take the form 
Corresponding axial and normal velocities emerge as ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Similarly, the vorticity takes the form ( ) ( )
Based on Eq. (22), specific solutions may be secured for various inlet profiles. Here we consider those corresponding to uniform injection, Berman's half cosine, Poiseuille's, and turbulent flow. These are posted in Table 1 . For a simulated hybrid rocket, the centerline velocities of arbitrary profiles required to produce the same flux at x = 0 as that of a uniform injection can be extracted from a mass balance ( ) Plots of the vorticity contours are shown in Fig. 2 for Berman's half cosine, Poiseuille, and power law profiles. Note that in the case of uniform injection, the vorticity is restricted to a narrow region near the sidewall because the flow is essentially irrotational, being nearly uniform inside the chamber.
B. Pressure Analysis
The pressure distribution can be easily obtained from
by integrating in two spatial directions and adding the results. At the outset, one obtains Table 2 . The remaining profiles lead to lengthy expressions that are best relegated to a symbolic code. 
C. Nonlinear Residual in the Vorticity Transport Equation
For each eigensolution given by Eq. (16), the vorticity transport equation is satisfied (i.e. Eq. (4)) and the residual error n Q is identically zero:
When Eq. (30) is summed over all eigenmodes, it remains zero. This represents an interesting situation, albeit hypothetical, for which the eigensolutions coexist with no interaction. However, when coupling between the eigenmodes is considered, the total vorticity and stream function, given by Eq. (17), must be substituted into Eq. (4). The cumulative error becomes
sin ; cos ;
If we further take into account that 
Note that the residual is identically zero in the midsection plane and along the chamber walls irrespective of the assumed injection profile. Moreover, being independent of the axial position, the residual becomes proportionately smaller in long porous channels such as those associated with rocket chambers. These factors may explain the surprising accuracy of the present approximation for several case studies that are described in the next section.
IV. Numerical Verification
By way of verification, we present a numerical solution for the inviscid flow equations using several headwall injection profiles. The simulations are carried out using a two dimensional finite volume code. These are based on a chamber with an average sidewall velocity of 10 m/s and purely inviscid conditions. The aspect ratio is chosen to be L = 16 while the actual length of the domain is 1.6 m×0.1 m; it is finely meshed into 589,824 equally spaced control volumes (3,072×192). A first order upwind scheme is used for spatial discretization while the SIMPLE algorithm is used to resolve pressure-velocity coupling. The boundary conditions at the sidewall are specified as velocity inlets to closely mimic the mathematical model where injection is imposed uniformly along the grain surface. The headwall is also specified as an inlet. On the right-hand-side of the domain, a pressure outlet boundary condition is prescribed. Although an outflow boundary condition can also be imposed at the downstream section, it is discounted here to avoid the possible case of partially developed flow. The difference between an outflow and a pressure outlet boundary condition is that, in the latter case, the exit pressure is fixed at the boundary. Finally, the working fluid is taken to be air at standard conditions.
The results of our inviscid simulations are shown in Figs. 3-4 using several injection profiles. In Fig. 3 , the evolution of the flowfield is depicted in the forward segment of the chamber where the curves are located at x/L = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. Note that the agreement with numerics improves with further development of the flowfield and is most remarkable for Berman's half-cosine and Poiseuille's profiles. This may be attributed to our formulation American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics being exact for Berman's case and to Poiseuille's profile being the one from our group of test cases that most closely resembles that of Berman's. The least agreement corresponds to the uniform profile which poses a discontinuity at the walls at the start of the simulations. In Fig. 4 , the streamwise evolution of both axial and transverse velocities is illustrated along the length of the chamber. The agreement between the analytical solutions and numerical simulations is seen to be excellent when the flow becomes essentially fully developed. Despite the comparison being limited in scope, it reaffirms the viability of the analytical approximations derived in Sec. III.
V. Conclusions
In this study, we derive approximate solutions for the inviscid incompressible Taylor flow in a two-dimensional porous channel with arbitrary headwall injection. The solutions can be considered to be quasi-viscous as they fully secure the no-slip boundary condition at the walls. This is especially true for the hybrid model in which the large headwall injection velocity offsets the secondary cross-flow effect caused by small sidewall injection at the fore end corner points. The known singularity in the planar Taylor flow at x = 0 is thereby mitigated in the hybrid representation (i.e., for large headwall-to-sidewall injection). Furthermore, provided that headwall mass addition is properly accounted for, the effect of varying the headwall injection rate is found to be negligible in sufficiently long slab rocket motors. Through the present analysis, we gain further confidence in the validity of the inviscid representation after comparing the analytical solution to numerical computations. In future work, we hope to explore the existence of other possible solutions with varying levels of energies. We also hope to construct an asymptotic viscous solution for the Taylor flow with arbitrary headwall injection. , respectively.
